1. ______ is my favorite season.
   A. forecast   B. smooth
   C. roof        D. springtime

2. She plays tennis with great ______.
   A. energy        B. roof
   C. springtime    D. boot

3. The ______ was damaged by hail.
   A. Roof          B. discover
   C. springtime    D. ostrich

4. The ______ had collapsed.
   A. smooth        B. roots
   C. shed          D. scooter

5. Meat is a good ______ of protein.
   A. paper         B. boot
   C. page          D. source

6. The ______ just missed my car!
   A. paper         B. roots
   C. source        D. scooter

7. The ______ of the tree were exposed.
   A. scooter       B. roots
   C. energy        D. ostrich

8. The ______ is in the freezer.
   A. food          B. answer
   C. forecast      D. paper

9. I am on the book's last ______.
   A. source        B. moon
   C. page          D. cartoon

10. The waitress used the ______ to sweep her section.
    A. food          B. moon
    C. broom         D. spoon